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Ion kinetic-energy distributions and Balmer-alpha (Ha) excitation in Ar-H2
radio-frequency discharges
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Excited neutrals and fast ions produced in a 13.56 MHz radio-frequency discharge in a 90% argon
-10% hydrogen gas mixture were investigated, respectively, by spatially and temporally resolved
optical emission spectroscopy, and by mass-resolved measurements of ion kinetic energy
distributions at the grounded electrode. The electrical characteristics of the discharge were also
measured and comparisons are made with results obtained for discharges in pure H2 under
comparable conditions. Measurements of Balmer-alpha (Ha) emission show Doppler-broadened
emission that is due to the excitation of fast atomic hydrogen neutrals formed from ion
neutralization processes in the discharge. Temporally and spatially resolved emission profiles of the
Ha radiation from the Ar-H2 mixture are presented for the "slow" component produced
predominately by electron-impact dissociative excitation of H2' and for the "fast" component
corresponding to energies much greater than can be derived from dissociative excitation. For the
Ar-H2 mixture, the fast component is significantly enhanced relative to the slow component. The
measured kinetic-energy distributions and fluxes of predominant ions in the Ar-H2 mixture, such as
H;, H;, H+, and ArH+, suggest mechanisms for the formation of fast hydrogen atoms. The
interpretation of results indicate that H+ and/or H; , neutralized and backscattered by collision with
the powered electrode, are the likely sources of fast hydrogen atoms that produce Doppler-shifted
Ha emission in the discharge. There is also evidence at the highest pressures and voltages of
"runaway" H+ ions formed near the powered electrode, and detected with kinetics energies
exceeding 100 eV at the grounded electrode.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio-frequency (rt) discharges produced in argon-
hydrogen mixtures are useful for surface cleaning
applications,I while discharges involving mixtures of argon,
hydrogen, and methane have been used for etching of GaAs
wafers.2 An understanding of these processes requires a
knowledge of the role of collisions of ions and energetic
neutrals with surfaces and other particles in the plasma. Par-
ticularly, in collision dominated discharges, ion and neutral
transport in the sheath region are important in determining
the discharge-surface interactions.

In addition to industrial applications, ion transport in
Ar-H2 gas mixtures has been considered as a prototype sys-
tem for experimental inv~stigations and rigorous quantum-
theoretical studies.3-1OA recent review article on state-
selected and state-to-state cross-section measurements for
several ion-molecule reaction systems shows that an increas-
ing interest has been paid to the Ar-H2 systemY

Few investigations in Ar-H2 mixtures have been per-
formed in low pressure dC12-14or rfl5 discharges. A recent
optical emission studyl5 of an Ar-H2 mixture in 13.56 MHz
rf glow discharges shows an increase in Doppler-broadened
Balmer-alpha (Ha, A= 656.3 nm) emission when argon is
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added to a hydrogen discharge. The observed Doppler broad-
ened profiles have a wide component which corresponds to
emission from hydrogen atoms with kinetic energies ap-
proaching 100 eV. The study of hydrogen excitation in
Ar-H2 mixtures in dc low-current dischargesl2 has also
shown that the presence of argon atoms plays a significant
role in producing a large increase in the Ha emission. These
studies indicate the significance of the excitation of atoms by
collisions, and the interactions of fast ions and neutrals with
the electrode surface. The importance of fast neutrals is well
recognized primarily because they are sources of secondary
electrons and of sputtering at the electrode surfaces.

The identity and kinetic energy distribution of ions,
along with their role in producing fast neutrals, has not been
thoroughly investigated for rf glow discharges generated in
mixtures of argon and hydrogen. Kinetic energy distributions
of Ar+ and various ions from hydrogen in an
Ar(69%)-H2(31%) mixture were determined from simula-
tions by Field et at.16 for comparison with experimentally
obtained energy distributions at the powered electrode of rf
dischargesl7 for collisionless, low pressure (0.4 Pa) condi-
tions. Also an experimental study of the kinetic-energy dis-
tributions at the powered electrode of a 13.56 MHz rf dis-
charge in a similar Ar-H2 mixture was made by A.
Manenschijn et at. 18 without mass analysis. However, the in-
terpretation of these data is hampered by lack of knowledge
about the identity of the ions, and does not address the col-
lisional processes that dominate at higher pressures.

In order to more fully understand the origin of fast neu-
trals in Ar-H2 rf discharges, and to determine the role that
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fast ions play in their production, we have carried out a de-
tailed experimental investigation of positive ion production
and transport in Ar-H2 rf discharges in conjunction with si-
multaneous optical and electrical measurements. Since fast
neutrals most probably originate, directly or indirectly, from
collisions of energetic ions with neutral particles or surfaces,
one objective of this work was to determine the kinetic-
energy distributions of ions formed in the discharge, such as
H+, H; , H: ' ArH+, Ar+ and Ar++. This was a part of a
wider study of rf glow discharges in mixtures of argon and
other gases as used in various applications.19By measuring
kinehc energies of mass-identified ions striking the grounded
electrode of a parallel-plate reactor it was possible to deter-
mine the dominant ion species present in the discharge and to
infer the most likely ion formation processes for each spe-
cies.

The experimental techniques chosen to analyze the emis-
sion were measurements of the temporal and spatial depen-
dence of the fast and slow component of the Doppler-
broadened Ha emission. Correlations among the measured
ion kinetic-energy distributions (IEDs), current and voltage
waveforms (phase and amplitude), and Doppler-broadened
Ha emission are examined.

While investigations of Ar-H2 discharges are few, there
are numerous investigations of dc and rf discharges in pure
hydrogen.20.21A recent publication22provides an explanation
of the contribution of surface reflection to the excitation of
fast hydrogen atoms in low-pressure dc hydrogen discharges.
These authors were the first to report that backscattered fast
H atoms, from incident H, H+, H2, and H; and subsequent
excitation by collisions with H2, are responsible for most of
the Ha emission in the cathode fall region of low current,
uniform-field (Townsend) discharges in H2. Similarities be-
tween these observations for a dc discharge and observations
made here under rf conditions are explored.

II.EXPERIMENT

All discharges investigated in these experiments were
generated in a Gaseous Electronic Conference (GEC) rf Ref-
erence Cell described previously.23The reactor consists of
two 10.2 cm, parallel-plate electrodes separated by 2.5 cm.
Mixtures of ultra-high purity argon and hydrogen gases were
supplied to the cell through a showerhead arrangement of
small holes in the lower electrode. The total flow was main-
tained at 1.7X 10-2 Pa m3/s (10 sccm). Except where spe-
cifically noted, all data presented here are for a 10% H2 /
90% Ar gas mixture. Optical data were usually taken at 13.3
Pa, while ion energy data were obtained at four different
pressures 1.3, 4.0, 13.3, and 33.3 Pa (10, 30, 100, and 250
mTorr).

The stainless steel upper electrode is grounded to the
vacuum chamber and the lower aluminum electrode is

capacitively-coupled to a 13.56 MHz power supply. More
details of the electrical configuration of the cell, including
the shunt circuitry and filter box, are described
elsewhere.23-25The current and voltage waveforms were
measured near the base of the powered electrode, and the
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FIG. 1. Voltage and current waveforms measured for an Ar-H2(IO%) dis-

charge at p =13.3 Pa and Vpp=200 V. The dotted curves are the measured
waveforms, while the solid curves represent the waveforms at the powered
electrode as calculated by an equivalent circuit model (see Ref. 24).

applied peak-to-peak rf voltage (Vpp) in these experiments
was maintained at 200 V.

Ions from the discharge were sampled through an 0.1
mm aperture in the grounded electrode. The grounded elec-
trode was made of polished stainless steel in order to reduce
the effect of surface charging on the measured kinetic-energy
distributions of the sampled ions.26The aperture acts as the
inlet to an electrostatic ion energy analyzer (ESA) coupled to
a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS). Kinetic-energy dis-
tributions of positive ions were measured by setting the
quadrupole to a particular mass-to-charge ratio (m/z), and
then scanning the energy of the ions transmitted through the
ESA. The resolution of the energy analyzer was determined
to be 1.5 eV (full width at half maximum) with an uncer-
tainty in the measured ion energy scale of ::t1 eV. The reso-
lution of the QMS was approximately 0.5 u (full width at
half maximum). All data were obtained with the same ana-
lyzer settings to allow comparison of the intensities of dif-
ferent ion signals. Our earlier measurements27have shown
that the kinetic-energy distributions of ions are reproducible
under a given set of operating conditions, but that signals for
low-energy ions (below 5 eV) are subject to discrimination
which may significantly affect the observed relative ion
fluxes. Placing the ion sampling orifice in a clean stainless
steel electrode considerably reduces this low energy
discrimination.26

Spectral scans from the discharge were obtained using a
scanning monochromator having a reciprocal dispersion of
0.416 nm/mm, and a cooled photomultiplier with nearly con-
stant radiant sensitivity from 250 to 820 nm. Optical emis-
sion versus axial position scans were obtained by focusing
the light on the entrance slit of the monochromator and scan-
ning the discharge region between the electrodes. All data
presented here were obtained by observing the emission at
90° from the central axis of the electrodes, i.e. parallel to the
electrode surfaces. Other data not shown were obtained at an
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TABLE I. Amplitudes of the fundamental Fourier components at the POW"

ered electrode of the voltage (V.) and current (I.) waveforms, the phase

(<p.) of the voltage relative to the current, the dc self-bias potential (Vb),
and the power dissipated in a discharge as a function of the gas mixture for

Vpp=200 V and p= 13.3 Pa.

angle of observation of 80°. Phase-resolved measurements
of the Ha emission were obtained by utilizing a time-to-
amplitude converter (TAC) and multichannel analyzer
(MCA). The start signal is generated at a fixed point on the rf
voltage waveform, and the TAC is stopped by a photon-
initiated pulse from the photomultiplier system. The data are
accumulated in the MCA as 256 channels with a time reso-
lution of 0.78 ns/channel. Further details of the optical appa-
ratus including determination of the instrumental signal de-
lays are given elsewhere.28

III. RESULTS

A. Electrical measurements

An example of the voltage and current waveforms for a
discharge in the Ar-H2(10%) mixture, with Vpp=200 V and
a pressure of 13.3 Pa, are shown in Fig. 1. Both waveforms
were obtained by digitizing the probe signals (dotted curve)
and then fitting and correcting for probe time delays and cell
parasitics (full curve). These curves are correlated with the
time-resolved optical emission data presented later. Further
analysis of the electrical measurements is performed by cal-
culating the fundamental Fourier components of the voltage
and current waveforms, the phases of the impedance, the
magnitude of the dc self-bias potential and the power dissi-
pated in the discharge.23.24These values are given in Table I
for several Ar-H2 mixtures ranging from pure hydrogen to
pure argon, and are similar to those published previously for
pure argon.23.27.28From Table lone can see that as hydrogen
is added to argon, lower current amplitudes are observed and
the phase of the voltage relativ~ to the current shifts towards
zero. The decrease of the amplitude of the fundamental cur-
rent component with increasing hydrogen concentration can

TABLE II. Amplitudes of the fundamental Fourier components at the pow-

ered electrode of the voltage (V I) and current (I I) waveforms, the phase

(<p.) of the voltage relative to the current, the dc self-bias potential (Vb)'

and the power dissipated for rf discharges in a 90% Ar - 10% H2 gas mixture

with V pp =200 Vasa function of pressure.
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FIG. 2. Balmer-alpha emission profiles observed perpendicular to the elec-

trode axis of a low pressure rf discharge in (a) H2 and (b) Ar-H2(10%) at

13.3 Pa and Vpp= 200 V, at a distance of 1.5 mm from the grounded elec-
trode.

be understood from the decrease in electron density, sheath
capacitance, and displacement current that occur with the
addition of hydrogen, as discussed later. Table II shows the
same parameters but for four different pressures in the
Ar-H2(10%) mixture that were used while obtaining the ion
energy data. The current (/ I) and power are observed to
increase with increasing pressure, while the magnitude of the
self bias voltage (Vb) decreases. Again, the magnitude of the
electrical values presented in Table II are similar to those
published for pure argon discharges,23.27.28thus indicating
that the small amount (10%) of added hydrogen does not
dramatically affect the bulk parameters of the argon dis-
charge.

B. Time-averaged optical measurements

Representative time-averaged spectral profiles of the
Ha radiation, corresponding to the hydrogen atomic transi-
tion from the n=3 to n=2 level (A=656.3 nm), emitted
from rf discharges in pure H2 and in the Ar-H2 mixture are
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The broad com-
ponents of the Balmer-alpha line, that manifest themselves as
minor wings in the pure hydrogen spectrum and as much
larger wings for the mixture, are due to Doppler broadening
of the emission from fast hydrogen atoms. The correspond-
ing kinetic energy of the hydrogen atoms is shown on the
upper axis of Fig. 2.

The structure of the Ha line emission from the pure H2
discharge shows a slow component with an average energy
of E'=0.2 eV and a broadened component with E'=8.0 eV
which forms a narrow plateau. Similar structure has been
reported by other researchers.2oThe thermal energy, or slow
component of the line profile, which can be approximated by
a Gaussian function, dominates in the pure hydrogen rf dis-
charge with a gas pressure of p= 13.3 Pa and Vpp=200 V.

L
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V. I. <PI Vb Power
Gas (V) (mA) (0) (V) (W)

H2 120.0 92.5 -72.7 -70.5 1.6
Ar-H2(90%) 120.2 102.3 -73.6 -70.7 1.7
Ar-H2(10%) 120.0 180.8 -77.4 -80.9 2.4
Ar 122.5 224.5 -81.55 -94.6 2.0

Pressure VI II <P\ Vb Power
(Pa) (V) (mA) (0) (V) (W)

1.3 121.3 109.1 -78.7 -95.1 1.3
4.0 120.3 138.5 -79.4 -93.3 1.5
13.3 121.6 196.3 -77.8 -84.7 2.5
33.3 121.6 268.8 -74.9 -71.5 4.3



According to beam experiments,29-33the slow atoms in
n;;;'2 states result from electron-impact excitation of singly
bound (1 sO"g) (n I'JI.)states of H2. The component in Fig.
2(a) corresponding to energies up to 8 eV is known20 to
result from dissociative ionization of hydrogen molecules.
This plateau structure includes contributions from excitation
to Rydberg states converging to the 2I;(21TO"u) ionic states.
When the peak-to-peak voltage is increased to 300 V, an
enhancement of this more energetic group of atoms can be
observed in the region near the sheath boundary where the
efficiency of the electronic collisions is greatest.

.. Doppler broadening due to this mechanism also occurs
in the Ar-H2 mixture, but is obscured by a much larger
Doppler-broadened emission that is the result of fast H atoms
(up to 100 eV) that must be formed by processes other than
electronic excitation of H2, e.g., by collisions of fast atoms
or ions with thermal molecules or surfaces.ISThe fast com-

ponent of this profile [see Fig. 2(b)] corresponds to transla-
tional kinetic-energies that are much higher than can be pro-
duced by electron-impact dissociative excitation or
ionization of hydrogen molecules. While the time-average~
profiles in Fig. 2(b) are measured in the sheath region 1.5
mm from the grounded electrode, the widths of the fast and
slow components of these profiles are observed to be similar
throughout the whole interelectrode region of the discharge,
over a wide range of gas pressures, applied rf voltages, and
hydrogen concentrations in Ar-H2 mixtures.15Only the rela-
tive amplitudes of the fast and slow components vary with
position. The calculated intensity ratios indicate that fast H(n
=3) atom densities exceed H(n =3) atoms with thermal en-
ergies in the mixture at all positions in the discharge except
for the bulk region where the number densities of fast to
slow are comparable. The short atomic lifetime (I5 ns) for
the n=3 state of hydrogen suggests excitation and subse-
quent emission from fast atoms must be due to collisions that
occur close to the observation point. The source and excita-
tion mechanisms of the fast H atoms will be considered be-
low.

For the remainder of this paper "slow" atoms are de-
fined as H atoms with thermal energies (-0.2 eV), "inter-
mediate" atoms have energies of 8-10 eV, and "fast" atoms
have energies greater than 10 eV.

The observed dependeRce of Ha emission on distance
along the axis measured from the grounded electrode (d) is
shown in Fig. 3(a). Shown are data for both the slow and fast
H atoms in an Ar-H2 discharge. The results were obtained by
scanning the observation point between the electrodes with
the monochromator set at a given wavelength, in this case at
the peak maximum (656.3 nm) and at 656.14 nm. The signal
at 656.14 nm is on the wing of the spectral profile, and
corresponds to a Doppler shift (Ll'JI.)of 0.16 nm associated
with hydrogen atoms that have kinetic energy greater than 28
eY.The spatial dependence of the slow component [Fig. 3(a)
full curve] was determined by subtracting that portion of the
emission due to fast atoms from the spectral profile. While
the magnitude of the emission from fast hydrogen atoms
with E=28 eV (dashed curve) can be compared with the
emission from slow H atoms in this figure, the ratio of fast-
to-slow atoms requires an integration over the spectral line-
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FIG. 3. Spatial dependence of time-averaged emission intensity from atomic

and molecular species in AT-Hz(IO%) (a) and (b); and in pure Hz (c) dis-
charges for the same conditions as Fig. I. (a) The solid curve shows He>'
emission (656.3 nm) from slow H(n=3) atoms, and the dashed curve rep-
resents Doppler-shifted emission from fast H(n=3) atoms. (b) The solid
curve shows AT I (425.9 nm) emission, the dashed curve displays AT II
(427.7 nm) emission, and the alternating-dashed curve is the 463.4 nm emis-

sion from a Hz molecular line (the transition being G1~; -B1~;): (c) The
solid curve represents slow H(n=3) atoms arid dashed curve fast H(n=3)

atoms in pure Hz discharge.

shape and has been presented elsewhere.ISThe fast compo-
nent shows a maximum of strong emission near the powered
electrode, exceeding that from slow atoms, and a nearly lin-
ear decay as a function of distance from the powered elec-
trode.

In contrast to the emission from fast atoms, the spatial
dependence of the slow component peaks inside the plasma
volume,well away from the electrodes.The distance from
the peak emission to the powered electrode surface is repre-
sentative of the time-averaged sheath width in the plasma,
and shows that the fast emission component actually peaks
inside the sheath region. Spatial profiles of other emission
lines, such as a H2 molecular line (long dashed curve), and
argon ionic and atomic lines are shown in Fig. 3(b) to further
characterize the discharge. The Ar I and Ar II spatial profiles
are similar in shape to those measured previously28in pure
argon, except that the peak emission is approximately 3 mm
further from the powered electrode in the mixture, indicating
an increase in sheath width with the addition of H2 to argon.
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The spatial profile of the H2 molecular line, the Ar I line, and
the "slow" Ha line, all of which are determined primarily by
electron excitation rates, exhibit a maximum in approxi-
mately the same locations in the bulk of the discharge. The
location of the emission maxima for the slow group of hy-
drogen and argon atoms undoubtedly corresponds to the re-
gion of the discharge where the electron density is highest.

For comparison, the spatial dependence of emission
from sloKand..f~t.»(1J.==:3)jn a pure hydro&en_rf.J;ti~cjl.arge
are shown in Fig. 3(c). As in the mixture, the slow compo-
nent (full curve) extends throughout the entire volume and
peaks in the bulk of the discharge, although in this case the
peak occurs 5 mm further from the powered electrode than
for the mixture. The fast component of the Ha emission in
pure hydrogen is much weaker than the slow component
(note the X 100 multiplication factor in the figure), and is
primarily localized in a narrow luminous layer close to the
electrode surfaces. This is consistent with fast H atom for-
mation and excitation predominately near the electrode sur-
faces. The emission from fast H is not expected to extend
significantly into the bulk of an H2 discharge because of the
quenching of H(n =3) by collisions with H2.20

C. Phase-resolved measurements

In addition to the time-averaged spatial dependence of
Ha emission shown in Fig. 3(a), we also measured the phase-
resolved optical emission from Ar-H2 discharges. The time
(phase) dependent emission by (a) fast H(n =3) atoms
(E'~28 eV), (b) slow H(n=3), and (c) argon ions are shown
in Fig. 4. Emission from two complete rf cycles are dis-
played to help differentiate statistically significant features
from fluctuations due to noise. The emission maxima for the
fast component occur approximately 1.5 mm from the sur-
face of the powered electrode, in agreement with the time-
averaged data shown in Fig. 3. The optical signal for fast
H(n=3) near the powered electrode exhibits a sinusoidal
form nearly in phase with the applied voltage. Further from
the powered electrode a significant signal is observed, but
with no discernible phase dependence. The small signal fluc-
tuations observed in the bulk of the discharge are not re-
peated in both rf periods and therefore can be attributed to
noise. .

The spatiotemporal profile for the slow H(n =3) compo-
nent [Fig. 4(b)] peaks 30 ns later in the rf cycle than the fast
component, which places it near the applied voltage mini-
mum. The time-varying component of the emission from
slow H is observed to extend further into the bulk region
than observed for the fast component. These observed differ-
ences between Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) in spatial location of the
peak emission, spatial extent of the emission, and temporal
phases are consistent with different excitation mechanisms
for the fast and slow H atoms in the discharge.

The spatiotemporalprofile of an Ar+ emissionline is
shown in Fig. 4(c) for comparison, and is nearly identical
with previous observations of ArIl emission in rf discharges
in pure argon,28again suggesting that the bulk of the dis-
charge behaves predominately like a pure argon discharge.
The peak emission for ArIl occurs nearly 25 ns after the peak
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FIG. 4. Spatiotemporal profile of (a) Doppler-shifted Ha emission at 656.46

om (~A =0.16 nm), (b) Ha emission at 656.30 om, and (c) Ar II emission
(427.7 om) in an Ar-H2(lO%) discharge for the same conditions as Fig. 1.
The time scale (phase) is the same as in Fig. I, i.e., t=O corresponds to the
maximum of the applied rf voltage. and d is the distance from the grounded
electrode.

emission for the slow component in Fig. 4(b). The threshold
for Ar+ excitation is 25 eV, compared with 12 eV for Ha
excitation, so the ArIl emission is peaked later in the rf cycle,
just after the time when the largest electric field is present in
the powered sheath that accelerates the electrons to the en-
ergies required for the observed ionization and excitation.

-

D.Ion klnetlc-energydistributions

Mass-resolved ion kinetic-energy distributions (IEDs) at
the grounded electrode for discharges in the Ar-H2(1O%)gas
mixture were measured in order to identify ions that maybe
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FIG. 5. Kinetic-energy distributions (relative ion intensity versus ion energy) of Ar+, Ar+ +, and ArH+ sampled from Ar-H2(IO%) rf discharges at various
pressures with Vpp= 200 V.

precursors to the fast H-atom formation responsible for the
observed Doppler-broadened Ha emission.Dischargecondi-
tions rangedfromlow pressure(1.3Pa) collisionlesscondi-
tions, to higher pressures (33.3 Pa) where collisions in the
sheath significantly affect ion transport through the sheaths.
Unless otherwise specified the applied peak-to-peak voltage
was held at 200 V for the data presented here.

The measured IEDs for Ar+, Ar+ +, and ArH+ are
shown in Fig. 5 for the indicated gas pressures. The fluxes of
ArH+ and Ar++ striking the grounded electrode are small
relative to the Ar+ flux at the lower pressures, but become
comparable to Ar+ at 33.3 Pa. Under low-pressure, collision-
less conditions, the IEDs for all three ions exhibit a single
peak indicating that they are formed predominately in the
bulk of the discharge.34The mean kinetic energies of the ions
decrease as the pressure in the discharge increases due to the
increased probability of collisions. As in a pure argon dis-
charge, symmetric charge-exchange in the sheath has a large
influence on the IEDs for Ar+ at the higher pressures and is
responsible for secondary structure or "maxima" observed at
energiesbelow20 ev.27.35Similarsecondarystructureis ob-
served for ArH+ and Ar++ indicating that these ions can
also be formed by collisions in the sheath region of the dis-
charge.

The shapes and trends of the IEDs for the ions shown in
Fig. 5 from the Ar-H2(1O%)discharge, are qualitatively simi-
lar to those obtained previously in pure argon.27The largest
differences in the shapes of the IEDs for the mixture as com-
pared to those in pure argon are evident at low energies,
where a significantly higher signal is observed at energies
below 10 eV. This can be explained by the use of a stainless-
steel grounded electrode in place of an aluminum electrode
on which the sampling orifice is located, as discussed in the
experimental section and elsewhere.26
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The IEDs of the primary ions from hydrogen, H+, H;,
and H; , are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of pressure. The
magnitudes of the signal for these ions are comparable to
those for the argon ions in Fig. 5 and therefore contribute
significantly to the transport of the charge in the sheath re-
gion. The IEDs at 1.33 Pa correspond primarily to ions
which have not experienced collisions in the sheath region.
The appearance of a double-peak "saddle structure" in the
IEDs of all three hydrogenions is causedby modulationof
the ion acceleration in the time dependent rf electric field.36
This type of rf modulation of the IEDs is not observed for
the heavier ions that contain argon (see Fig. 5) because of
their longer transit times across the sheath. At higher pres-
suresthe IEDsare influencedby collisionswithargonatoms
and hydrogen molecules, resulting in lowering of the mean
energy as also observed for the argon-containing ions. In
general, the reduction in mean energies with increasing pres-
sure is less pronounced for the ions containing hydrogen
(Fig. 6), compared to Ar+ and Ar+ + shown in Fig. 5. This is
most likely due to the less significant effect of symmetric
charge-transfer collisions due to the lower H2 concentration.

From Figs. 5 and 6 it is apparent that H; exhibits the
highest mean kinetic energy of all the ions, while H+ exhib-
its the largest maximum kinetic energy of any H-containing
ion in the discharge. In fact, at pressures greater than 4 Pa,
the IEDsshownin Fig. 6 indicatethatH+ ionsare presentat
the grounded electrode with kinetic energies exceeding 40
eV.

Figure7 showsa semi-logplot of two H+ IEDs over a
much larger range of kinetic energies. For the conditions at
which the optical data were obtained (V pp=200 V and
p = 13.3 Pa), a weak H+ ion signal is detected up to nearly
100eV,whichis similarto the maximumkineticenergyof H

----
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FIG. 6. Kinetic-energydistributionsof H+. H;. andH; in'Ar-H2(10%) rf dischargesfor the sameconditionsas Fig. 5.

atomsthat is detectedby Doppler-shiftspectroscopyin Fig.
2. As the pressureandappliedvoltageareincreasedto 33.3
Paand350 V, respectively,the intensityof the high energy
tail is observedto increaseuntil the lED clearlyextendsbe-
yond 100eV (the maximumkinetic energydetectablewith
our energyanalyzer).Thesehigh energyions are an indica-
tion of conditions suitable for the formation of "runaway"
ions,37 i.e., ions with sufficiently high energy so that the
cross section for collisions resulting in significant loss of
energy are very small. The implications of runaway ions will
be discussed in Section IV.

By integratingthe IEDs shown in Figs. 5 and 6, it is
possible to estimate the relative fluxes of the ions for each set
of plasma conditions. The results of these calculations are
presented in Fig. 8 for the Ar-H2 (10%) mixture as a function
of pressure. The vertical dotted line indicates the conditions
under which the optical data presented in Figs. 2-4 were
obtained. It is apparent from Fig. 8 that H~ is the dominate
ion at all pressures except 1.3 Pa where H; dominates. How-
ever, the H; flux decreases in intensity with increasing pres-
sure relative to the other ions present in the discharge.

IV. DISCUSSION

Trends in the electrical measurements as the relative
concentrations of argon and hydrogen change are associated
with changes in the densities and energies of electrons and
ions. From Table I it can be seen that as the relative argon
content increases, there is a corresponding increase in the
fundamental component of the current. This suggests that the
ion density in the powered sheath of argon and
Ar-H2(lO%) rf discharges is higher than in pure hydrogen.
Additionally, the measured Vb at the powered electrode is
lO V more negative in the Ar-H2(lO%) mixture than in pure
hydrogen. The increase in Vb will give rise to higher mean
ion energies at the powered electrode surface as the argon
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content increases. Similar measurements at the grounded
electrode in the Ar-H2(lO%) mixture also indicate higher
values of the current at the grounded electrode compared to
that for pure hydrogen. Furthermore the discharge sheath
widths, as evaluated from optical data, are smaller and better
defined in pure argon and in Ar-H2 mixtures than in pure
hydrogen.

The observed spectral profiles of Ha emission from dis-
charges, in both pure H2 and Ar-H2 mixtures are observed to
be symmetric with respect to the central wavelength consis-
tent with previous measurements.15 The observed wave-
length shift in the Ha emission profile for Ar-H2 mixtures is
primarily due to Doppler broadening. Analyses of Ha emis-
sion have been made by a number of authors who have stud-
ied the dissociation dynamics of the H2 molecule interacting
with a monoenergetic electron beam. Excitation spectra, ki-
netic energies of dissociation fragments, and Doppler broad-
ening of Ha from electron impact on H2 have been
reported.29-33.38.39It has been shown that not only the kinetic
energy and the angular distribution of fragment atoms but
also the preferential population of the magnetic sublevels
affect the resulting Doppler profiles.40

The component of the non-thermal average energy may
be calculated upon the assumption that the translational
kinetic-energy distribution function of excited hydrogen at-
oms f(€) is isotropic and that the line shape I(~'A.) can be
defined as41 -

(1)

where

(2)
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FIG. 7. Kinetic-energy distributions (relative ion intensity versus ion en-
ergy) of H+ ion in Ar-H2 (10%) discharges at (a) p= 13.3 Pa and

Vpp=200 V, and (b) p=33.3 Pa and Vpp=350 V.

is the minimum energy of the excited atom for a given Dop-
pler shift .::H., and AO is the central wavelength, m is the
mass of the atom, and c is the speed of light.

In general, optical emission from atoms excited by
electron-impact dissociation of H2 is anisotropic under
"beam-like" conditions.40.42-44Because of the randomizing
effect of electron-molecule collisions, it is unlikely, however,
that the excitation of Ha in the discharge occurs under beam-
like conditions. The excitation of Ha directly or indirectly by
ion-atom or ion-surface scattering is also not likely to exhibit
a high degree of directionality. The Ha emission from the rf
discharges in Ar-H2(1O%) was measured at detection angles
of ()= 80° and 90° with respect to the discharge axis. The
Ha line profiles at ()= 80° were the sameas at 90° consistent
with a lack of significant directional anisotropy. A compari-

o 10 20 30

Pressure (pa)

FIG. 8. Integrated ion intensities as a function of pressure in Ar-H2(1O%). as

derived from the IEDs in Figs. 5 and 6.
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son of line profiles over a larger range of observation angles
would have been preferable but was not possible due to geo-
metrical constraints of the cell.

The symmetry of the line profiles and the lack of depen-
dence on the position or direction of observation is consistent
with an isotropic distribution of excited-atom velocities. As
shown in Fig. 4(a), the phase-resolved optical-emission data
for fast H atoms exhibits time variation only near the pow-
ered electrode. Although significant Doppler-broadened Ha
signal is present throughout the discharge volume, thus indi-
cating the presence of fast atoms, the lack of phase-
correlated fluctuations in the signal indicates that the primary
ions or atoms have experienced many collisions, which
would tend to produce a nearly isotopic distribution of ve-
locities in the bulk of the discharge. The relatively heavy
argon atoms are effective in deflecting the hydrogen ions or
atoms with little energy loss in recoi1.45

Since the slow component of the Ha emission results
primarily from excitation by electron impact, the spatial-
temporal distribution of this emission seen in Fig. 4(b)
should be highly correlated with the spatial-temporal varia-
tions in the density of electrons with energies in excess of
that required for excitation. The results shown in Fig. 4(b)
imply that the density of energetic electrons is peaked at the
sheath boundary in front of the powered electrode at times
when the sheath potential is greatest. By contrast, the inten-
sity of the fast Ha component, as seen in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a),
is peaked at the surface of the powered electrode. This is
consistent with an excitation process that involves, in the
first step, a collision of ions with the electrode. The fact that
the fast Ha emission from the mixture extends into the bulk
of the plasma is consistent with collisional excitation of fast
H neutrals. The shift in temporal phase of the fast component
relative to the slow component is also consistent with an
excitation process that initially involves ions, since the ion
transit times are much longer than electron transit times, and
can be comparable to, or greater than, one period of the
applied voltage as discussed below.

In the sheath, the Doppler-shifted emission cannot be
due primarily to electron collisions with fast H atoms, since
calculations show that the electron density in the sheath re-
gion should be 10w.46The emission from the fast H atoms
most likely stems from energetic ions or atoms that are
formed near or at the powered electrode, and then are able to
travel into the discharge volume before being collisionally
excited to the n =3 state. The increase in Doppler-shifted
Ha emission when argon is added to H2 can be understood
from the high excitation cross section for collisions of fast H
atoms with argon atoms:3?

H(€>20 eV)+Ar-H(n=3)+Ar. (3) -
At lower pressures where fast H2 molecules exist, some con-
tribution from the collisions of these molecules with argon
atoms can also be expected:3?

H2(€> 13 eV)+Ar-H(n=3)+H+Ar. (4)

It should be noted that emission from fast H(n =3) measured
in dc discharges with high electric field-to-gas density ratios
(EI N), 12has been shown to result from fast H atoms collid-
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ing with the stationary background gas. The drop off in op-
tical signal from the fast H(n=3) with distance from the
powered electrode provides evidence of the loss of energetic
neutrals by collisions as they travel through the bulk of the
discharge.

The presence of "runaway" ions (see Fig. 7) with kinetic
energies comparable to the kinetic energies implied by the
Doppler shifts observed in Fig. 2 (;a. 100 eV) suggests that
these fast ions contribute to the observed emission via a re-
action such as

H:ast+Ar-+Ar+ + H(n=3).

However, cross sections for this reaction are negligible37for
kinetic energies below 100 eV, and therefore fast H+ ions
cannot be a major direct source of Doppler-broadened emis-
sion in the bulk of the plasma. However, the existence of
ions with kinetic energies up to 100 eV is consistent with the
observed emission profiles (see Fig. 2) in the sense that they
provide a source for fast neutrals through collisions with sur-
faces.

In general, fast atoms have a complex origin and may be.
produced in the gas phase initially by charge-exchange and
neutral-neutral collisions. Fast H atoms may also come from
surfaces by dissociation of incident molecular ions, neutral-
ization and scattering of fast ions at the solid surface, ejec-
tion of adsorbed hydrogen atoms by ion-surface collisions,
and reflection of fast neutrals. In the experiment described
here, it was not possible to distinguish these different mecha-
nisms.

The peaks in the time varying emission intensity of Fig.
4(a) provide an indication of when the fast H atoms are
formed at the electrode surface. The average translational
velocity calculated from the Doppler shift for H atoms with a
kinetic energy of 100 eV is 8.8X 106 cm/s, and the corre-
sponding mean transit time across a 0.5 cm sheath is 57 ns.
Average ion transit times can also be calculated using the
steady state drift velocity47 approximation at
EIN=2.5X 10-18 V mZ, which approximates the time-
averaged electric fields present in the sheath near the pow-
ered electrode at Vpp=200 V and p = 13.3 Pa. The transit
times for H; ions in argon are estimated to be 185 ns, which
is approximately twice the rf period. Meanwhile swarm
calculations37 predict runaw~y for H+ in Ar for the same
EIN value resulting in significantly shorter transit times and
higher energies for H+ than for other ions. Transit times for
heavier ions, such as Ar+ or ArH+, in Ar approach 25 rf
periods for the same conditions. The fact that a significant
time-dependent signal in the optical emission is observed
near the powered electrode indicates that the fast H atoms
cannot be due primarily to the flux of heavy ions (such as
ArH+) which would be nearly constant in time under these
conditions, but result from bombardment by energetic light
ions such as H+, H; , and H; .

Insight into the ion collision processes that are the most
likely precursors to formation of fast neutrals can be gained
from an interpretation of the observed ion kinetic-energy dis-
tributions in light of known collision cross sections.37,48-53
Tables III and IV list relevant collision processes along with
the region of the discharge in which they would be most
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(5)

significant, and the cross sections at particular energies of
interest. These cross sections apply for a single energy, and
are only meant to allow some comparison of relative impor-
tance in the discharge. More detailed information about the
cross sections can be obtained from the references listed in
the tables.

At low pressures, Ar+ ions are primarily formed by
electron-impact ionization (process ; = 1 in Table III) at the
bulk-sheath interface. At higher pressures, Ar+ is formed by
charge-transfer collisions in the sheath (; = 2,3). Charge-
transfer processes contribute to the formation of the second-
ary maxima in the IEDs (see Fig. 5). The IEDs shown in Fig.
5 for Ar+ ions sampled from the Ar-Hz (10%) discharges are
consistent with our earlier measurementsZ7in pure argon rf
discharges, indicating similar formation processes, Le., a
dominance of process ; =2. The primary difference between
the Ar+ IEDs in pure argonZ7and the mixtures is the large
drop in intensity with increasing pressure. This is likely due
to additional destruction processes that are the result of col-
lisions of Ar+ with Hz. Because of the large mass of Ar+
relative to Hz, the exothermic proton transfer leading to the
formation of ArH+ has a large cross section and is one of the
dominant processes for Ar+ destruction (;=23). Asymmet-
ric charge-transfer collisions between Ar+ and Hz (i = 24)
may also contribute to Ar+ destruction, but the relative cross
sections indicate this process is less significant than ArH+
formation at the energies of interest here.

The Ar++ IEDs have shapes similar to those of Ar+,
although with much lower intensity. At low pressures,
Ar ++ is formed by high-energy electron impact (i = 4) ,
while at higher pressures two electron symmetric charge-
transfercollisions49maycontributeto Ar+ + formationin the
sheath. The formation of the Ar++ ions in the sheath result
in the formation of the secondary maxima observed in the
Ar+ + IEDs. It shouldbe noted that the formationof Ar+ +

requires electrons with substantial kinetic energies (- 30
eV).

The discussion of ArH+ formation published
previouslyZ7for "pure" argon discharges is appropriate to
the Ar-Hz mixture studied here, except that the increased
concentration of Hz may make some additional reactions rel-
evant, for example, reactions involving H; and H; . At low
pressures, ArH+ is formed predominately in the bulk region
by low-energy collisions between Ar+ and Hz or H; and Ar
(;=6,7). The secondary maxima observed in the ArH+ IEDs
at higher pressures indicates contributions to formation of
ArH+ ions by higher energy ion-molecule collisions in the
sheath region (;=8-10). Destruction of ArH+ ions by col-
lisions with neutral Ar and Hz may be important in the sheath
regions, but the cross sections and resultant products for
these processes are not known.

The ions Ar+ and Ar++ could be a source of fast H
atoms through desorption of adsorbed hydrogen on the sur-
face of the electrodes, and ArH+ could conceivably be a
source of fast H atoms by dissociation and backscattering of
products following bombardment of the powered electrode
surface. However, as noted above, the observed time-
dependent variation of the optical emission (Fig. 4) requires
that the primarysource of fast H atoms observedhere be

-
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TABLE III. Possible ion formation processes in the Ar-H2 mixtures in the rf discharges, The cross sections
apply at the specific energies indicated.

Excitation region Reaction Cross section (m2) Energy (eV) Ref.

Ar+
I Bulk-sheath edge Ar+e-+Ar++2e 1.7X 10-20 50 51
2 Sheath Ar+ + Ar-+Ar + Ar+ 4X 10-19 10 50
3 Sheath H + Ar-+Ar+ + H2 + H 3 X 10-20 10 37

Ar++
4 Bulk-sheath edge Ar + e-+Ar++ + 3e 4.9x 10-22 50 52
5 Sheath Ar+++Ar-+Ar+Ar++ 8.7X 10-20 20 49

ArH+
6 Bulk H; + Ar-+ArH++ H 2,4X 10-19 0,5 37
7 Bulk Ar+ + H2-+ArH+ + H 5.5x 10-19 0,5 37
8 Sheath H; + Ar-+ArH+ +H 2.6X 10-20 10 37
9 Sheath H +Ar-+ArH+ +H2 1.3x 10-20 10 37
10 Sheath Ar+ + H2-+ArH ++H 1.4X 10-19 20 37

H+
II Bulk-sheath edge H2+e-+H++H + 2e I X10-22 40 53
12 Sheath H;+Ar-+H++H+Ar I x 10-22 10 37
13 Sheath H; +H2-+H+ +H2+H 8,5X 10-21 10 48
14 Sheath H++H-+H+H+ 4,OX10-19 10 48
15 Sheath Ar++H2-+H++H+Ar 2.5 X 10-21 100 37

H;
16 Bulk-sheath edge H2+e-+H;+2e 9X 10-21 53
17 Sheath Ar++H2-+H; +Ar 9x 10-21 10 37
18 Sheath H;+H2-+H2+H; l.l X10-19 10 48
19 Sheath H++H2-+H;+H 5,4X 10-21 10 48

H;
20 Bulk H; +H2-+H +H 3xlO-19 0,5 48
21 Sheath ArH++ H2-+H + Ar 37
22 Sheath H; +H2-+H +H 4X 10-21 10 48

TABLE IV. Possible ion destruction processes in the Ar-H2 mixtures in the rf discharges. The cross sections
apply at the specific energies indicated,

Excitation region Reaction Cross section (m2) Energy (eV) Ref.

Ar+
23 Sheath Ar++H2-+ArH+ +H 1.8X 10-19 10 37
24 Ar++H2-+Ar+H; 7,6x 10-20 10 37

ArH+
25 Sheath ArH++ H2-+H; + Ar
26 Sheath ArH++ Ar-+Ar+ + ArH

H+
27 Bulk H++H2+M-+H;+M 48
28 Sheath H++ Ar-+Ar+ +H 3x 10-24 40 37
29 Sheath H++H2-+H; +H 3x 10-19 10 48

H; ---
30 Bulk H; + Ar-+ArH+ +H 2.4x 10-19 0.5 37
31 Sheath H;+H2-+H;+H 2,4X 10-19 10 48
32 Sheath H; + Ar-+Ar+ + H2 4x 10-20 10 37
33 Sheath H;+H2-+H++H2+H 8.5x 10-21 10 48
34 Sheath H; +Ar-+H+ +H+Ar 5.5X 10-21 10 37

H;
35 Sheath H; + Ar-+ ArH+ + H2 1.3x10-20 10 37
36 Sheath H; +H2-+H;+H+H2 5,5x 10-22 20 48
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associated with surface bombardment by fast, light species,
such as H+, H~, and H; . In general, the IEDs of ions from
hydrogen (Fig. 6) differ substantially from those of ions from
argon because their light mass and subsequently shorter tran-
sit times in the sheath. Because the average transit time of
these ions are comparable to the period of the applied rf
excitation voltage, their kinetic energy can approach the
maximum allowed by the plasma (sheath) potential.

Dissociative ionization by electron impact of H2
(i= II) and dissociative charge exchange between H~ and
H2or Ar (i =12,13) are the primary reactions responsible for
the production of H+ in the bulk and in the sheath of the
discharge, respectively. Dissociative charge exchange be-
tween high energy (;;;'100 eV) Ar+ ions and H2 (i= 15) may
be a source of H+ at the powered electrode, but not for the
IEDs measured here at the grounded electrode. Destruction
of H+ occurs through asymmetric charge-transfer collisions
with argon and H2 in the sheath region (i = 28,29), and by
low-energy three-body collisions in the bulk to form H;
(i =27). From Figs. 6 and 8, it is evident that the flux of
H+ ions at the grounded electrode increases with pressure
relative to the other ions. This may be primarily due to an
increase in the frequency of the collisions that result in the
formation of H+ via the destruction of H~ (i= 12,13).

The H~ ion predominates in the discharge at 1.3 Pa
where the primary source is ionization of H2 by electron
impact ( i = 16). At higher pressures, asymmetric charge
transfer of Ar+ with H2 (i= 17), and symmetric charge-
exchange collisions with H2 (i= 18) make a greater contri-
bution to H~ formation in the sheath region. Formation of
H~ by asymmetric charge transfer of H+ with H2 (i = 19)
also contributes, but at a lower rate due to a smaller cross
section as compared to reactions 17 and 18. Although, the
destruction mechanisms for H~ are numerous (i = 30 - 34),
the predominate loss process in the Ar-H2 mixture is likely to
be the proton-transfer reaction which leads to the formation
of ArH+. The cross section for this process is largest at
thermal energies, but remains significant for energies up to
10 ey. Other processes involve the conversion to H; at low
energies in the plasma bulk, and conversion to Ar+ and
H+ at higher energies in the sheath. The drop in relative
H~ intensity with increasing pressure evident in Fig. 8 is a
result of the increasing probability of the collisions that de-
stroy this ion. .

The H; ions are predominantly produced in the bulk of
the discharge by a proton-exchange reaction and then accel-
erated by the sheath field, where they experience little energy
loss due to collisions. If sufficient hydrogen is present in the
mixture, ArH+ and H~ ions will react with hydrogen mol-
ecules at relatively high energies in the sheath to produce
H; (i=21,22). These reactions are undoubtedly responsible
for the secondary structure evident in the H; IEDs at higher
pressures. Destruction mechanisms for H; (i = 35,36) are
dominated by collisions with Ar to form ArH+.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From Fig. 8, it is evident that at the pressure used to
obtain the optical data (13.3 Pa), H; is the dominant light
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ion with H+ and H~ having intensities more than ten times
lower. Additionally, from Fig. 6 it is evident that H; has the
highest mean energy of the ions, even though H+ exhibits
the highest maximum kinetic energies. These observations
suggest that H; is the primary source of fast H emitted from
the surface of the powered electrode. This conclusion re-
quires that the gas-phase destruction mechanisms for H;
should not significantly increase at the higher ion kinetic
energies that can be produced by acceleration across the
sheath near the powered electrode, as compared to the ener-
gies gained in the sheath near the grounded electrode. This
seems unlikely since none of the destruction mechanisms
listed in Table IV exhibit a significant energy dependence
over the range of 10-200 eY.An additional consideration is
the relative yield of fast H atoms due to bombardment of a
surface by fast H; ions. At present, no experimental data
exists on the breakup of H; upon striking aluminum sur-
faces.

The H+ ion cannot be ruled out as an additional source
of fast H atoms. At the high ion energies observed here, fast
H atoms are known to be formed by bombardment of sur-
faces by H+. 54A significant contribution from H~ is un-
likely, due to the very fast conversion of H~ to H; , espe-
cially at higher pressures.
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